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Abstract - Closed-form formulas are presented for optimum
supply voltage (VDD) and threshold voltage (VTH) that minimize
power dissipation when technology parameters and required
speed are given. The formulas take into account short-channel
effects and the variation of VTH and temperature. Using
typical device parameters, it is shown that a simple guideline to
optimize the power consumption is to set the ratio of maximum
leakage power to total power about 30%. Extending the analysis,
the future VLSI design trend is discussed. The optimum VDD
coincides with the SIA roadmap and the optimum VTH for logic
blocks at the highest temperature and at the lowest process
variation corner is in the range of 0V~ 0.1V over generations.
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I. Introduction
Decreasing power consumption of VLSI's is getting one of
the key design issues. Lowering the supply voltage (VDD) is
the most effective to decrease the power consumption, since
CMOS power quadrically depends on VDD. Low VDD ,
however, degrades the performance of circuits. It is possible
to maintain the performance by decreasing the threshold
voltage (VT H) at the same time, but then the sub-threshold
leakage power increases exponentially. Therefore, there are
optimum VDD and VTH that achieve the required performance
and the lowest power.
In this context, VDD-VT H optimization has been
investigated extensively but previous publications on
VDD-VTH optimization have following three problems.
First, Energy -Delay product (ED product) has been often
used as an object function in optimizing CMOS circuit power
consumption [1]-[3]. In practice, however, the objective of
the optimization is to minimize the power consumption while
satisfying a speed constraint. When we take the ED product
as an object function, we get only one pair of the optimized
VDD and optimized VTH if the technology is fixed. This is not
what we want, since the optimized VDD and VTH should be
different if the target circuit speed is different. In this paper,
the optimization is carried out taking the power as an object
function and the speed as a constraint to make the
optimization results more practical.
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Fig.1 Drain current models used in power optimization.

The second issue is on the drain current modeling of
MOSFET's. Figure 1 shows a comparison between the
present model and the previ ous model that has been used in
power optimization papers [1][2]. It is seen that the previous
drain current model has discontinuity around the VTH while
the present model rectifies the issue, details of which is
discussed in the text.
The last problem is that the previous calculation has not
considered the effects of both VT H fluctuation and
temperature variation. Since these effects are getting more
important in the deep submicron region, the analysis should
take these effects into account.
In this paper, closed-form formulas are presented for
optimum VDD and VTH that minimize power dissipation when
the technology and required speed are given.
Above-mentioned problems are eliminated in the analysis.
VTH,min is considered in this paper to incorporate VTH
fluctuation effects. The resultant formulas have been applied
to the technology roadmap to discuss the future VLSI design
trend.

II. Closed-form formulas for optimum VDD and VTH

Table I Notations used in this paper
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The notations for these formula as well as the notations for
other quantities used in this paper are tabulated in Table I.
Figure 1 shows a comparison between the proposed model
and the conventional model [1]. The previous drain current
model has discontinuity around VTH and the present model
does not have one. The difference between the proposed
formula and the measured result is within 4% when
VGS=0∼1.5V.
Here, as a basis of optimization, the delay and the power
dissipation models are explained that take into consideration
the VTH variation through process and temperature. The two
main sources of power dissipation in CMOS VLSI's are the
dynamic power dissipation due to charging and discharging
of load capacitance, and the power dissipation due to
subthreshold leakage. There may be short-circuit power
dissipation as the third source of power dissipation but it is
less than 10% in total power dissipation [5] and has been
neglected in this study.
The main device parameters that depend on the
temperature are mobility, µ, VTH, and subthreshold slope, NS .
The temperature dependence of these parameters are written
as [7]
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where µ’ and N ’S are the mobility and the subthreshold slope
at the lowest temperature in use, Tmin , respectively. VTH,max
and VTH,min are the maximum and minimum threshold voltage

meaning
switching activity
logic depth of critical path
given clock frequency
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velocity saturation index [6]
drain current when VGS=VTH at lowest temperature
lowest operation temperature
highest operation temperature
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nkTmax /q (n: subthreshold slope factor)
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A new drain current model for short-channel MOSFET's is
proposed that provides smooth transition across subthreshold
region and above-threshold region. By using the model,
accurate calculation of power and delay near the threshold is
possible. The model is described as the following
expressions.
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Fig.2 Temperature characteristics of MOSFET.

under the temperature and process fluctuation. κ is a
temperature coefficient of VTH , which is typically 2.4mV/K
in 0.5µm process, and m is a temperature exponent of
mobility whose typical value is 1.5. Figure 2 shows the
temperature dependence of drain current. It is seen that, in
sub-1V region, CMOS circuits show positive temperature
dependence, because the effect caused by VTH lowering is
stronger than the effect caused mobility degradation [8][9]. If
our interest is in sub-1V region, the worst-case delay occurs
at the lowest operation temperature. The delay of interest is
written as

td = K

C LVDD
β( V DD − VTH ,max ) α

,
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On the other hand, the worst power consumption is
observed at the highest operation temperature, because the
dynamic power component, PD, which is written as
2
,
PD = afC L VDD

(7)

does not have temperature dependence and the main
temperature dependence comes from the leakage component.
The leakage component also increases when VT H is lowered
by VTH fluctuation. Therefore, the maximum leakage current
appears when the threshold voltage is VTH,min. Consequently
the maximum leakage power, PLEAK,max is written as
−VTH ,min

PLEAK,max = I 0 e

NS

V DD .

(8)
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Equations 7, 8 and 9 are the basic equations for the power
optimization. Now we try to solve the equation system. First,
by solving Eq.9 in terms of VTH,min, we get
1/ α

=

1/ α
VDD − χVDD

1/ α
VDD
− ∆VTH − κ∆T

− ∆VTH − κ∆T ,

where χ=(fLdKCL/β)1/α.
Substituting Eq.10 in Eq.7 and Eq.8 the formula of power
dissipation can be derived, which is denoted as P(VDD). In
order to obtain VDDopt and VTHopt when the clock frequency is
given, we differentiate P(VDD) with respect to VDD and set the
resultant expression to zero. The resulting equation is
transcendental and cannot be solved exactly. Here we can
assume VDD>>NS, since N S is normally less than 0.05V. Then,
the equation becomes as follows.
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Still the above equation cannot be solved for VDD

(13)

As is described above, it is difficult to solve VDDopt. Some
approximations are used. By using Taylor expansion of the
equation around VDD=1, VDDopt can be solved as
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Equations 12 and 14 are the optimum VDD and VTH.
Let us make the simpler guideline for the power
optimization. This is possible by using either the ratio
between PLEAK,max and PD or the ratio between ION,min and
IOFF,max. PLEAK,max, ION,min and IOFF,max are defined in Table I.
Using Eq.7 and Eq.8, the ratio of PLEAK,max /PD can be
expressed as
PLEAK, max

=

V DDopt
NS

(10)
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The frequency is expressed using td (Eq.5) and the logic
depth of a critical path, Ld.
f =

analytically, but optimum VTH,min, which is denoted as VTHopt ,
can be calculated using Eq. 10 and Eq.11 easily.
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2
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where PLEAK,max is leakage power dissipation at the highest
temperature and at the lowest VTH corner in process variation.
If we confine VD D around 1V (0.5V∼ 1.5V) and VTHopt<<1,
the ratio can be simplified as
PLEAK, max
PD

=

2N Sα
α −1

(α>1.1).

(16)

In terms of ION,min and IOFF,max , it is rewritten as
I ON , min
I OFF, max

=K

α − 1 Ld
2N S α a

(α >1.1).

(17)

Assuming typical values for the parameters such that
NS=0.048 (S-factor=80mV/decade and T max =400K) and
α=1.3, PLEAK,max is calculated to be about 30% of the total
power dissipation. This value of about 30% is not changed
over a wide range of design parameters such as a, Ld and f.
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Fig. 3 VDDopt and VTHopt comparison among the proposed analysis
formula, the proposed simple expression and the expression in [1].
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VDDopt and VTHo pt dependence on logic depth, Ld .

which is typical. ∆VTH is set to 0.1V and ∆T is set to 50K. It

Power(calculated) / Power(numerical analysis)

1.35

is seen from the figure that the discrepancy in VTHopt between
the numerical solution and the conventional calculation [1] is
0.11V, while the discrepancy is suppressed to 0.03V for the
proposed formula calculation.
Figure 4 shows the accuracy of the proposed formulas
together with the formula in the previous publication [1].
The calculated values are compared with the results of direct
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Fig. 4 Comparison of power consumption among calculations using
Eq. 12 and 14, Eq. 16 and previously published expression in [1].

This is understood like below. When the target speed is
changed, VTHopt changes slightly but VDDopt changes much
because VTH changes the power exponentially while the
dependence of power on VDD is quadric. The amount of
change in VTH and VDD cancels out the dependency of power
on these parameters.
III. Comparison with numerical solutions
In order to confirm the validity of the VDDopt and VTHopt
formulas of Eq.12 and 14 and the simple expression of Eq.16,
the proposed formulas are compared with the results of
numerical solutions by Eqs. 7, 8 and 9, and the conventional
formula in [1] where it is stated that the ED product is
minimized when PLEAK,max/PD=1.
Figure 3 shows the result. In this analysis, the activity, a, is
varied from 1, 0.1, to 0.01 and the logic depth, Ld, is set to 10,

numerical analysis using Eqs.7, 8 and 9. It is seen that the
proposed formulas are in good accordance with the numerical
solutions and above-mentioned approximations are found to
be reasonable.
IV. Discussions
It is clearly seen from Fig.3 that VTHopt decreases only 0 .1V
when the required frequency changes from 100MHz to
300MHz. On the other hand, VTHopt increases 0.3V when
activity, a, changes from 1 to 0.01. Figure 5 shows the VDDopt
and VTHopt dependence on the logic depth, Ld . In this figure,
the variation of VTHopt when Ld is changed from 10 to 20 is
only 0.03V. From these results, it can be said that VTHopt is
not a strong function of either the clock frequency or the
logic depth but strongly depends on the activity. Therefore, it
is effective to decide VTH according to the activity of macro
blocks (ex. high VTH for memory blocks, low VTH for logic
blocks and further lower VTH for clock circuits). The power
increases exponentially when VTH decreases. Hence, to
improve the speed, VD D tends to increase and VT H tends to
stay the same. This is the reason why VTHopt is not a strong
function of speed related constraints.
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Fig.7 Power consumption trend by the estimation through proposed
formulas and that by SIA roadmap.

V. Future trend of optimum VTH and logic depth
A future trend in VDD and power dissipation has been
shown in the SIA Roadmap [4]. VTH and the logic depth,
however, are not discussed in the roadmap. In this section,
the trend of the optimum VTH, the logic depth, and the
number of transistors in logic blocks is discussed for the first
time using the parameter values given in the SIA roadmap.
When a certain device parameter is given in the SIA
roadmap, it is used in the analysis. For parameters that are
not listed in the roadmap, reasonable assumptions are made
as follows. α, K and NS, are assumed to be constant in all
generations, being equal to 1.3, 0.78, and 0.05, respectively.
Tmin and Tmax are set equal to 300K and 400K, respectively.
The activity, a, is set to 0.1 for logic blocks [11].
κ is a function of impurity density and can be estimated
using the formula in [10]. Figure 6 shows the change of κ on
generations. In 0.18µm technology, VTH increases about
0.11V when the temperature goes up by 100K, but when the

Fig. 9 Prediction of VDDopt and VTHopt

feature size becomes 0.05µm in 2011, the VTH change will be
less than 0.07V.
The total number of transistors on a chip, N CHIP, consists of
the number of transistors in logic blocks and that in memory
blocks. N CHIP in 2011 is predicted to be about 70 times as
large as that in 1999. The power dissipation in memory
blocks can be neglected when leakage cutoff techniques are
used (for example, see dynamic leakage cut -off scheme [12]).
Therefore, the number of transistor s in logic blocks, NLOGIC,
is of importance in calculating the power consumption. At
present, the ratio of NLOGIC t o NCHIP is about 20%. For a
moment, let us suppose the ratio is invariant over time. Ld
is also set constant at 20.
Figure 7 shows the power consumption trend by the
estimation through proposed formulas and that by the SIA
roadmap. In the calculation, the power will increase by a
factor of 30. On the other hand, the SIA roadmap tells that
the total power in 2011 should be within 2 times the power in
1999. It is clear that the target in the SIA roadmap cannot be

achieved without some modifications in the scaling scenario .
The main parameters, which can be modified in the design
level, are the logic depth and the ratio of N LOGIC/NCHIP.
Three scenarios are considered here. In the first scenario,
NLOGIC/N CHIP remains constant at 20%, while the logic depth
can be changed freely. The logic depth is a function of
architect ure, a pipeline scheme and a design style. There
are no official values for the L d change in time. The
estimated logic depth in 2008 becomes 1. Although there is
a tendency that the logic depth is being decreased, this is
totally unrealistic.
In the second scenario, Ld is kept constant at 20 and
NLOGIC/N CHIP are changed freely. Then, NLOGIC in 2011 will be
1.1 times of NLOGIC in 1999. This scenario again is unrealistic,
since it basically says that the number of transistors for logic
blocks should not be increased.
Now, in the third scenario, more realistic values for Ld and
NLOGIC are searched for. In this scenario, the minimum
achievable Ld is set equal to 10, a half of the current typical
value and then NLOGIC in 2011 can be calculated and fixed.
From 1999 through 2011, NLOGIC are interpolated assuming
an exponential change in time. The resultant figure is shown
in Fig. 8. This can be one possible scenario. The point is that
memories can be using more transistors while logic part
cannot be. Figure 9 shows the trend in VDDopt and VTHopt in
this scenario. VTHopt for the logic part is 0.05V in 1999 and
0.12V in 2011. Note that this VTHopt is the lowest VTH in the
operation temperature and at the lowest process variation
corner. The conclusion that the optimum VTH,min is in the
range of 0V~0.1V over generations is basically unchanged
even if activity increases up to 0.3 from 0.1.
VDDopt coincides with the SIA roadmap. There are many
ideas presented to reduce stand -by power but up to now there
are eventually no successful proposals on reducing the active
power except for changing the supply voltage. In this
circumstance, this third scenario is a compromised approach.
V. Conclusion

power around 30%. Note that the maximum leakage power is
observed at the highest temperature and at the lowest VTH
corner in process variation.
The trend in VTHopt and VDDopt is calculated using the
device parameters given in the SIA roadmap. The VDDopt
coincides with the SIA roadmap and VTHopt, that is, the
optimum VTH,min is in the range of 0V~0.1V over generations.
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